
Looking great 
on  your wedding day

Slimmer and more beautiful in 7 steps
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Intro
Who does not want to look slimmer and more 
beautiful?

Of course not everything in life revolves around 
outward beauty, but deep inside we all want to 
look as good as possible.

And especially on the wedding day, this is the 
desire of most brides. Many torment themselves 
beforehand with diets and intensive sport pro-
grams. This can be a burden in the planning 
phase.

Many of my brides have already told me, 
that I should make sure that they look slim on 
the photos. Naturally as a professional photo-
grapher I have possibilities even without Pho-
toshop, to make people look better. But you can 
also help quite easily yourself to look slimmer 
and more attractive.

There are a few simple things, which are quite 
easy to implement, to look slimmer and more 
beautiful in the wedding dress. Since it is ob-
vious, that the aim is not about losing several 
dress sizes, but just to feel really great and be-
autiful on this unique day, when you are at the 
centre of attraction. 

With the seven tips in this guide you will ra-
diate on your wedding and on your wedding 
photos and you will feel so beautiful, like never 
before!

Let‘s go!

I hope you enjoy reading.

Warmly,
Heike ©Heike Moellers Photography
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The first point is addressed to all couch potatoes. 

Exercise is important! 

And it is already enough, every day in your daily life to move a bit. 
You do not have to spend three hours a day in the gym if you have 
so far avoided sports.
But it is important to move moderately every day. It is enough to 
take a fast walk for half an hour at least or use the bicycle instead 
of the car. To move in fresh air makes happy! Or else you turn the 
music up loud and dance by yourself, sounds crazy, but it puts you in 
a good mood!

Oh, and by the way, movement is not only before the wedding im-
portant, but in life in general! 

Move
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Here also is important to find the right quantity. 
If you deny yourself all that is unhealthy but tastes delicious, you will end up only frustra-
ted and you will develop cravings.

At dinner, it is already enough to use natural food. Watch out that you eat as little fast food 
and finished products as possible. Ideally eat in the morning plenty of fruit, at lunchtime 
salad and vegetables in the evening. Lean meat and fish complete the meals. We all know 
how a healthy diet should look like; there is no need for me to write an essay about it. It is 
important to motivate you and to really eat healthy.

Maybe you can include a few „healthy“ days in the week or always arrange a meal with 
lots of fruits and vegetables. I can do this best at breakfast.
Naturally one has sometimes appetite for something sweet like chocolate. Then it depends on 
the amount.

From my own experience, I know that if there are sweets in the house then I want to eat 
them.  Preferably do not buy whole bars of chocolate or a bag of jelly beans, but only one 
small bar and small amounts of sweets at the cashier when you are hungry.

Eat Better
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The right choice of the dress can make you look up to 5 kilos slimmer. 
Incredible but true!

It is important, that you emphasize your merits. One lady has narrow hips, the other the clea-
vage and the next has long legs...

With the right dress, these merits are especially to be seen. So for example it is advantageous 
to choose an empire style dress if you have narrow shoulders and wide hips, it emphasizes the 

tender upper part and plays around the hips. 

You can find professional advice and assistance in all the high-quality bridal shops. If you can-
not really recognize your own merits then, also a type or style advice can be very helpful. 

The Dress
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The choice of lingerie is a hot topic, of course!

What should you wear underneath the dress: 
hot lingerie or maybe shapeware?!

Not so easy, right?

Both have pros and cons and also depending 
on your dress. There are dresses, which show 
the whole body shape; in that case skin-colo-
red shapeware would be surely appropriate. 
Other dresses include already a corsage and so 
a fantastic bra with a panty is enough. Here 
too I can only recommend that you get advice 
at a specialized shop; what is the right size and 
what is suitable for your type.

And who wears the boring shapeware under 
her dress during the day, then slips again into 
something „flimsy“ for the wedding night!

Lingerie
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Do you know the series “Downton Abbey”?
If yes, you surely have noticed, with what graceful posture the women there maintain 

through life?

They always keep up straight no matter in what situation they are. 
And very important:  „Shoulders back!”

With this posture, you always look slimmer and more self confident.

Unfortunately, we women tend to let our shoulders drop forward and this causes a rounded 
back. I‘m no exception. 

Just stand in front of a mirror and tighten your shoulders. You can see the difference immedi-
ately. To have an upright posture on the wedding day, you should already practice before-
hand; else you will not have the muscles to keep upright and move straight throughout the 

whole day.

Ask your fiancé to point out to you, every time you make a round back. And try also to 
remind yourself repeatedly.

Grace and charm are the magic words!

Maintain Posture
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Also while putting on make-up; you can apply tricks that 
make you look slimmer. 
The so-called contour make-up works with different nuan-
ces and includes for example the possibility to make your 
face look narrower or the cheek bones higher etc.

Good make-up artists are able to make you look slimmer 
and more advantageous, without heavily covering your 
face. Because nobody wants to look like a drag queen at 
her wedding, just to have a slightly narrower face.

A natural makeup works wonders with the correctly 
placed accents.

Make-up
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Last but not least my favorite topic: Poses!!

Is it necessary to pose? In other words walking or stan-
ding in a certain way.
Yes and no!

On the one hand, it is important that you feel great as 
a bride and of course move naturally. Every person has 
its own way. And on the other hand, there are of course 
poses that make you look slimmer on photos.

I as a photographer, advise to find a compromise, to feel 
comfortable. I accompany wedding couples through their 
day and it would be strange and unnatural, if the bride 
would keep always a certain pose. That‘s not my style.

Often it is enough if she has done some work on her 
posture in advance. Hanging shoulders are not only 
unbecoming, but also lead to postural damage and back 
pains.

If this is not enough, you can follow a few tips to look 
slimmer:
• Do not press the upper arm to the body, but always 

keep some distance from the body
• Always stand slightly turned away from the camera 

and not straight in front of it
• Put your chin slightly forward and nicely elongate 

your neck

Naturally, I speak only for myself and not for all pho-
tographers.  But I‘m always careful to photograph my 
wedding couples to look as favorable as possible and I 
search for the best viewing angles. I already know at the 
pre-shooting how I can do that.
Many couples have already told me that they have ne-
ver looked as good on photos as in my wedding photos.

„Poses“
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You can do something about 
looking slimmer and more beautiful 

on your wedding day 
than you already are! 

As a photographer I will help you look 
great on your wedding photos!

Conclusion
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Find further information about my 
wedding reports, style and me on my Website:

www.heikemoellers.com
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Fine Art Wedding Photography
Ibiza, Spain & Duesseldorf, Germany
+49 2103 9941775 & +49 179 4682479

look@heikemoellers.com
www.heikemoellers.com

As a camera shy bride you also wish for natural, emotional & happy wedding 
photos that present you at your best. However, on most of your earlier photos, 
you find yourself rather awful?
You are not alone; many people do not like being photographed and feel un-
comfortable in front of a camera. One sees that on the photos.

From my own experience, I know how it feels. My empathy and open cheerful 
way makes you forget your uncertainty and you will have fun in front of my 
camera. And the result will be photos that you will always like to look at! 
My name is Heike and I am a Fine Art Wedding Photographer.
For more than 12 years, I have been self-employed as a photographer. I have 
made over a hundred couples happy during my shootings and with the photos 
taken.
My unique style has already received awards and my photos are regularly 
published in wedding magazines and blogs.
But nothing is as beautiful as the shine in the eyes of my clients when they first 
see their photos.
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